
EE546 Homework 1

Due April 18, 2012

In this homework, you will implement several algorithms for smooth convex optimization, and
use them to minimize the logistic loss function, which is widely used in machine learning and
statistics. The algorithms you will implement are:

• Gradient method. See lecture notes pages 2-8 and 2-9.

• (Damped) Newton method. See lecture notes page 2-20.

• Quasi-Newton method (BFGS). See lecture notes pages 2-30 and 2-32.

• Nesterov’s optimal method. See lecture notes page 3-19.

1 Algorithm implementation

First, please download the EE546hw1.zip file from the course homepage, and decompress it on your
computer. In the directory EE545hw1, we have already implemented two algorithms:

• The gradient method with fixed step size, in the file algm_gradient.m:

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_gradient(f, x0, opts);

• A simple variant of Nesterov’s optimal method (see lecture notes page 3-21), also with fixed
step size, in algm_optimal_simple.m:

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_optimal_simple(f, x0, opts);

In order for us to test your implementations, we ask you to implement all methods with the same
calling convention. That is, your implementations should be called as

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_gradient(f, x0, opts);

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_Newton(f, x0, opts);

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_BFGS(f, x0, opts);

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_optimal(f, x0, opts);

and each within a MATLAB script file with the same name as the function, i.e.,

algm_gradient.m

algm_Newton.m

algm_BFGS.m

algm_optimal.m
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For the gradient method, you don’t need to change anything in algm_gradient.m; you only need
to complete an existing separate function backtracking.m to implement backtracking line search.
The same line search function should be called in all methods you implement (that is, no separate
line search code for each method), and algm_optimal_simple.m shows how to use the same line
search function.

Now we explain the inputs and outputs of these function calls that you need to implement.

• inputs:

f: an object of a function class, which implements two methods

[fval, grad, Hess] = f.oracle(x);

mu = f.strong_convex_parameter();

Don’t worry if you are not familiar with object-oriented programming in MATLAB.
We have implemented an example in func_logsumexp.m, and you will simply use this
function to debug and test your algorithms.

x0: the starting point for the algorithm, usually set to be the zero vector.

opts: a struct of optional parameters, such as

opts.epsilon = 1.0e-6; % stopping precision for gradient norm

opts.maxitrs = 100; % maximum number of iterations allowed

opts.linesearch = ‘fixed’; % line search scheme, ‘fixed’ or ‘bt’

A complete list of optional parameters you will need and their default values are specified
in set_options.m. You don’t need to touch this file, but please look at the two sample
methods algm_gradient.m and algm_optimal_simple.m to see how they are used.

• outputs:

x: the final output of an (approximate) solution.

fs: a vector that records the function values f(x(k)) for k = 1, 2, . . ..

ts: a vector that records the chosen step sizes tk for k = 1, 2, . . ..

nls: a vector that records the number of backtrackings in line search at each iteration.

Finally we give detailed suggestions for your step-by-step implementation:

1. First read the existing MATLAB codes in the directory EE546hw1 carefully and get familiar
with the structure of existing implementations. You can run the script ex_logsumexp.m,
which calls test_algms.m to generate three plots as shown in Figure 1.

2. Complete the backtracking line search code in backtracking.m. Since it will be used in all
methods, we use a general search direction d. So we keep backtracking t := βt until

f(x+ td) ≤ f(x) + α t∇f(x)Td (1)

is satisfied. For the gradient method, d = −∇f(x). For other methods, d may be different and
should be defined in their own methods, and only passed as d to the function backtracking.m.
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Figure 1: Three sample plots generated by test algms.m.

3. Debug and test your line search code. Use the objective function

f(x) = log

(

m
∑

i=1

exp
(

aTi x+ bi
)

)

We have already implemented it in func_logsumexp.m, and you can run the existing code
ex_logsumexp.m to test it. First run the code as is to see results of using fixed step size with
algm_gradient.m and algm_optimal_simple.m. Then you simply need to replace the line

opts.linesearch = ‘fixed’;

with

opts.linesearch = ‘bt’;

opts.bt_init = ‘t_fixed’;

and run it again. (For now, initialize t with the fixed constant opts.t_fixed; we will try
other initialization schemes later). Make sure you are comfortable with the plotted results.
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4. Implement three more algorithms

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_Newton(f, x0, opts);

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_BFGS(f, x0, opts);

[x, fs, ts, nls] = algm_optimal(f, x0, opts);

In particular, for Nesterov’s optimal method (lecture notes page 3-19), you need to replace
the fixed step size tk = 1/L in Step 1 of each iteration with the backtracking line search.
Accordingly, you also need to replace q = µ/L in Step 2 with qk = µtk, where tk is the result
of backtracking line search in Step 1. You can get a lower bound on µ (which is enough for
the algorithm to work) provided by the function object f as follows:

mu = f.strong_convex_parameter();

For the BFGS quasi-Newton method, you may want to try both versions: updating the
estimated Hessian and updating the inverse. Choose one you like.

5. Debug and testing your algorithms using ex_logsumexp.m. You can test a single method or
comparing all of them by defining the cell array of strings algms, such as

algms = {‘Newton’};

algms = {‘gradient’, ‘Newton’, ‘BFGS’, ‘optimal’};

You may want to change several parameters in ex_logsumexp.m to gain more understanding
of the behaviors of each algorithm. For example, change the problem sizes m and n, or try
different fixed step size opts.t_fixed, even the initial point x0.

2 Minimizing a logistic loss function

In the second part of this homework, you will try your algorithms on the following objective function

f(x) =
m
∑

i=1

log
(

1 + exp
(

−aTi x
))

+
λ

2
‖x‖22. (2)

This function is used in `2-regularized logistic regression, which is often used in machine learning
and statistics. Note that the `2-regularization parameter λ is clearly a lower bound on the strong
convexity parameter µ for this function.

You need to implement the oracle call for this function by yourself, by completing the code in

func_logistic_l2.m

Again, don’t worry if you are not familiar with object-oriented programming in MATLAB (but
definitely a great feature to learn!), you only need to fill the following oracle method in the file
func_logistic_l2.m

function [fval, grad, Hess] = oracle(f, x)

You may want to mimic the implementation of the same function in func_logsumexp.m.
Once you completed implementation in func_logistic_l2.m, run the script ex_logistic_l2.m

to test it. This script load a pre-stored matrix A to construct the objective function. Try different
options in the struct opts (different line search schemes and parameters), and make sure you are
comfortable with the plotted numerical results.
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A hint on numerical implementation. It can be tricky for numerical implementations that
involve the functions log(·) and/or exp(·). For the logistic loss function (2), numerical issues could
occur when the value −aT

i
x is a (not-so) big positive number. Try evaluate the following command

in MATLAB:

log(1+exp(1000))

It gives the result Inf. But you know the answer should be 1000. How would you modify your
code to avoid such numerical problems? (You may not encounter such problems for the particular
example we work with.)

3 Line search schemes

In backtracking line search, there are two potential problems if we always start with a fixed initial
value for t at each iteration. Here we discuss how to fix them. Let t̂k denote the initial value for
backtracking t at iteration k, and tk be the final value that satisfies the stopping criterion (1).

• If t̂k is too big, then the number of backtrackings at each iteration can be large. Each
backtracking needs evaluation of the function value f(x+ td), which can be computationally
expensive for large-scale problems. One way to fixed it is to set t̂k = tk−1, that is, initialize it
at iteration k using the line search result from the previous iteration. But a potential problem
with this fix is that tk is monotone non-increasing, and the algorithm may become very slow
if it encounter a short step size early. This scheme is invoked in backtracking.m by setting

opts.bt_init = ‘previous’;

• If t̂k is too small, we may never need backtracking, and the line search criterion is automati-
cally satisfied with tk = t̂k. But the algorithm can be very slow by only using tiny step sizes.
To allow the exploration of larger step size, we can set

t̂k = γtk−1

where the new parameter satisfies γ > 1. This also will not cause too many backtracking if
the step size needs to decrease. This scheme can be invoked in backtracking.m by setting

opts.bt_init = ‘adaptive’;

Indeed, if α = 1/2, β = 1/2 and γ = 2, then it is shown (by Nesterov) that the total number
of function evaluations in line search after k iterations is no more than

2(k + 1) + log2
tmax

tmin

where tmax and tmin are the maximum and minimum step sizes produced in line search.
Therefore, on average only two function evaluations are needed per iteration.

You can try the above two initialization schemes for backtracking line search with the two examples

ex_logsumexp.m

ex_logistic_l2.m

Try to explain the behaviours you observe.
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4 Homework submission

Your homework submission should include two parts:

• The following files implementing the algorithms and the logistic loss function:

backtracking.m

algm_Newton.m

algm_BFGS.m

algm_optimal.m

func_logistic_l2.m

Submit them through the Dropbox linked at the course homepage. We may test them using
ex_logsumexp.m and ex_logistic_l2.m.

• A simple writeup that includes plots generated for the following testing sessions. You need
to include three plots for each session like in Figure 1. All sessions should use x0 = 0.

1. Run ex_logsumexp.m with parameters m = 500, n = 200, and the following options

opts.epsilon = 1.0e-8;

opts.maxitrs = 300;

opts.t_fixed = 1.0;

opts.linesearch = ‘bt’;

opts.bt_init = ‘t_fixed’;

algms = {‘gradient’, ‘Newton’, ‘BFGS’, ‘optimal’, ‘optimal simple’};

In this case, the objective function might be strongly convex, but we do not have a good
way to estimate the strong convex parameter.

2. Repeat Session 1, but manually change the strong convex parameter in algm_optimal.m

to µ = 0.1, that is

% mu = f.strong_convex_parameter();

mu = 0.1;

What happens now? Remember to change mu back after you have done this session.

3. Run ex_logistic_l2.m with parameter lambda = 0, and the following options

lambda = 0;

opts.epsilon = 1.0e-8;

opts.maxitrs = 300;

opts.t_fixed = 1.0;

opts.linesearch = ‘bt’;

opts.bt_init = ‘t_fixed’;

algms = {‘gradient’, ‘BFGS’, ‘optimal’, ‘optimal simple’};

What happens if you try Newton’s method in this case?
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4. Repeat Session 3 but change backtracking initialization to

opts.bt_init = ‘previous’;

5. Repeat Session 3 but change backtracking initialization to

opts.bt_init = ‘adaptive’;

6. Run ex_logistic_l2.m with parameter lambda = 0.1, and the following options

lambda = 0.1;

opts.epsilon = 1.0e-8;

opts.maxitrs = 300;

opts.t_fixed = 1.0;

opts.linesearch = ‘bt’;

opts.bt_init = ‘t_fixed’;

algms = {‘gradient’, ‘Newton’, ‘BFGS’, ‘optimal’, ‘optimal simple’};

7. Repeat Session 6 but change backtracking initialization to

opts.bt_init = ‘adaptive’;

For the writeup in the second part, you may comments on the behaviours of the algorithms
against their complexity bounds, but keep it very succinct. Some sample comments could be:

“In this session, Newton’s method did have local quadratic convergence, but it took longer
time since it needs Hessian and solving a linear system.”

“Newton’s method seems not working as the Hessian may become near singular, but the
BFGS quasi-Newton methods works great.”

“The optimal method is faster than the gradient method in the beginning, but eventually
lose the game since it does not automatically exploit strong convexity in this session.”

“With known strong convex parameter, the optimal method is really fast.”

The figures can be printed on papers with clearly written comments, and handed in as hard copy.
Or you can compile them in a pdf file or MS-Word file, submitted through the Dropbox linked on
the course homepage.
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